Sharking the Fiscal Wallander

A Christmas Card from MoM:

Dear wWilliam
You see my vision and writing
Us riting is improving at
Times “

I have forgotten

To spell and write a little
Hope your mental health
And physical being heals +
Rem ains well “.
‘’’I

a’m’’’ learning to write

And see ,is much improved.
Tell me about your plans

For your –life + future

. I ‘am

V’ery – in terested about that ‘.
Happy holidays
When you can.

҉

“ Stop by

Love MoM/

My mom is dying from a major posterior coronal arterial stroke…
Please keep her in your thoughts and blessings
bill

Now for that Wall-ander from the sun
A Touche’ of a NEWSe’… Downton Abby a BBC brackish Water
This is very important so don’t get confused now…
There are three forms of money in this world of ours Tics, Tacs, and Pips.
I’m a fan of Pips…so that’s where this is going from here on out.
Like most there is diversification in their portfolios. In the US most of those portfolios are locked
into place in the stock markets…NYSE and such are just that Tics and Tacs… what about the
Pips…
Locked diversification is the issue at hand when it comes down to the US fiscal cliff. Prior to the
Obama speech in Minnesota, the IMF warned of the draw down in the valuation of the dollar.
Remember this fiscal cliff is a Milestone… 5 years after the 2007 decimalization of the Dollar…
the testing portion is done and the reverberation is tenure down the road… quant, quant, quant
that sentence.
Think think think Pips folks cause that is where the draw down will be at War in this battle
against locked investment streams in the River. Chilton’s “Massive Passives”… quant, quant,
quant the FX into your near and far futures…
Down, Down, Down the Dollar will go…
Riding that wave is the surfers dream… Pip by Pip by Pip… every second of our lives is lived
for that golden Pip, period. If your dream is a 50 Pip spread… your wife’s shoes just got wet, go
buy her another pair with the money you will make off this newsy.
Christine says beware like the proverb… Caveot Emptor. Another WRDS don’t buy into the
bullish shit, period.
When a Pip goes down, it is a sell. Sell that Mf into infinity and beyond cause it will drop like a
rock. Look at the Modeling in predictive EA’s because its true baby it is so true.
The FED will inject liquidity to offset the devaluation right after the IMF hits the market so
freekin frackish that the shale will wonder what’s above it.
The injections will(IMF first) drive the good ole’ boy dollar through the floor while the FED
tries to pick up its shirt coats with deals from the likes of AT+T, PG+E, and GMAC all trying to
save the Prudential Rock that insures there back half with locked Maker: Pip deals.

Now the big 4 debacle… this is the backing for the proverbial stuff I am serving for dinner
tonight…
E+Y, DeLoitte, HSBC(CITI)… you know what the hell I’m talking about if your firm knows
money baby boy…
The banks are going to hurt like hell from this… Insurance premiums will increase through the
roof for the laundry not being taken out the right way. To be put under investigation for ¼ of
your firms wealth having been in utile for the support of illicit fraternization is a huge Mf of
crime and no one…I mean no one will put up with shit like that in the real world.
This is the reality of what we are faced with when we talk Fiscal Cliffs… jump off and hang
your-self causal and effectuation in the resonance of the FX.
What I truly want to know is who the hell thinks we should allow the insurance entity of NEW
co. to allot the reciprocity for the criminality of the entities they cover? When the Mf do we the
People Stand up and say enough is enough from these bean counting little pieces of proverbs?
Yes I am talking about the parity adjudications in Policy that are direct correlation to the Good
Ole’ Boy Network. Yes I just said Spanking Spain for de-pleating quilting… Quant that! BOO…
MoM says go EURO, BRICS, ASEAN ((superhypovolcanoekinoneosis)
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Now don’t forget… Merkel’s Germanics… Part owners of China’s locked FX values… and
Japanamation…((Japan is still a locked IMF asset from Fukashima)-(6.75 Trillion)) in the hole…
Castle that Mr. FX managers… I’m independent or I would name names…I think you guys
Quant what I am Saying…
Now Let’s fix IN those EA’s for Dark Pool effects right along with the “IMF Stomp” (yes I am
coining that term, bill said it first) so we can go BIG I meander BIG, riding that liquidity all the
way down the other side of the (Haughting+ham) HILL.
Get Out of the dollar…and get ahead of the Fiscal Gammite with some extra, extra, extra
liquidity for the Nuevo Ano effect…
That is pretty much the only way a locked diversification will survive this fiscal cliff fall…
Just ask Christine… and no I’m not talking a CUJO silly, but it will be a SLAUGHTER HOUSE
RULES… casual not everyone eats beef-heart…lololololololol all the way to my offshore
account.
bill
e-cubed@hotmail.com

